Tips to ensure safe and legal parking on UQ sites

- If an area is not obviously signed to allow parking, then it is a no parking area.
- Do not park on grassed areas.
- Do not park facing approaching traffic (that is, on the wrong side of the road).

Loading Zones

Loading zones are provided to facilitate the loading and unloading of goods and materials from vehicles up to a maximum specified time, (unless prior arrangements have been made with PF Assist Parking).

Loading zones are not free-of-charge, short-term parking areas, and are not provided for such events as the collection of a letter or the delivery of an assignment.
Yellow Chevrons

Yellow chevrons indicate no stopping at any time. They are usually put in place for safety reasons, and often delineate access ramps for people in wheelchairs or carers with prams. They can also warn that an area is an emergency exit from a building that must be kept clear.

Yellow Lines

Yellow lines are put in place to indicate a No Stopping area, usually on the side of a road. A yellow line also indicates there is no parking beyond it on a verge or on the grass.

Time Restricted Parking

The parking symbol consists of the letter P plus a duration code that indicates the time restriction in hours or a fraction of an hour. The examples below indicate that a driver may only park for:
[1] fourteen hours (and hourly rates apply)
[2] fourteen hours (and daily rates apply)
[3] one and a half hours
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